
Go Plane

**About Go Plane**

In Go Plane, you have to pilot an airplane and fly daredevil maneuvers to dodge the approaching

missile. The longer you manage to dodge the rockets and the more missiles explode, the more

points you score.

In the entertaining arcade game Go Plane you play a brave pilot who has to dodge numerous

missiles. It's not just a rocket that haunts you, but a whole host of destructive missiles. You can

either dodge the missile with daredevil maneuvers or let two missiles collide. The longer you

manage to dodge all the missiles and the more missiles explode, the more points you score. There

are also plenty of challenges, which can be played alongside the normal game mode.

**Go Plane - Features:** 

- Avoid all missiles: In the arcade game Go Plane you control a small plane that is being followed

by destructive missiles. Your job, of course, is to avoid all missiles and save your plane from

falling. Since several rockets follow you and since they can approach from all directions,

concentration and a quick response are required. The longer your plane stays in the sky, the more

points you score.

- Destroy missiles: In addition to dodging the approaching missile, you can destroy it. In order that

missiles explode, you just have to make sure that two of them collide.

- Unlock new items: During the game you can always collect coins. For example, you can get coins

for particularly good scores or successfully completed challenges. With the collected coins you

can, for example, unlock new backgrounds or power-ups. If you perform very well, also new planes

will be unlocked for you.

- Complete challenges: If you need some change from the normal endless game mode, there are a

variety of challenges available. In the challenges, for example, you must survive for a period of

time, reach a given score, or destroy all opponents.

- Fever Mode: If a rocket gets too close to you, your plane can turn into an invincible machine with

extra power. In the so-called Fever mode, you destroy all missiles in your area for a short time.

Conclusion: Go Plane is an entertaining and quite challenging arcade game, in which new

challenges will always await you. Since you can buy new objects and power-ups with coins, you

are always motivated to achieve good results.


